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Oh oh, Sweet little

Oh oh, Sweet little

Oh oh, Sweet little

Oh oh, Sweet little

Sweet little

dm dm sweet dm dm dm
Jesus boy, born in a stable,
manger,

Jesus boy, born in a stable,
manger,

Jesus boy, born in a stable,
manger,

dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm

Sweet little holy Child, didn't know who You

Sweet little holy Child, didn't know who You

Sweet little holy Child, didn't know who You

Sweet little holy Child, didn't know who You

sweet dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm
Did n't know You come to save us, Lord,

and take our sins away. Our eyes was blind,

and take our sins away. Our eyes was blind,
and they could not see, oh, did-n’t know who You

ooo ooo ooo did-n’t know who You

ooo ooo ooo did-n’t know who You

ooo ooo ooo did-n’t know who You

ooo ooo ooo did-n’t know who You

end solo

dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm and you sho’ nuff did-n’t know who You

was. ah ah oh ooo doo oooooo doo ooo ooo doo oooooo doo ooo

was. ah ah oh ooo doo oooooo doo ooo ooo doo oooooo doo ooo

was. ah ah oh ooo doo oooooo doo ooo ooo doo oooooo doo ooo

was. ah ah Oh, Sweet, sweet little Je - sus boy, oh,

was dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm
A long time ago, you were born,

Oh, oh, oh, oh

You were born in a manger so low.

Oh, oh, oh, oh

Oh, oh, oh, oh

Oh, oh, oh, oh

Oh, oh, oh, oh
an - gels
sing - in' that song, oh,
hal - lay - lu,

an - gels sing - in' that song, oh,
hal - lay - lu,

an - gels sing - in' that song, oh,
hal - lay - lu,

an - gels sing that song, hal - le - lu - jah, hal - le - lu - jah,

an - gels sing - in' that song, oh,
hal - lay - lu,

dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm oh hal - lay - lu.

didn't know who You was. ah ah oh

didn't know who You was. ah ah oh

didn't know who You was. ah ah oh

But we didn't know who You was. ah ah oh

didn't know who You was. ah ah oh

didn't know who You was dm ah oh
Sweet little Jesus boy,
born in a man-
ger,
sweet holy Child,
you know we
didn't know who You was, sweet little holy Child, and we didn't know who You was.

rit.
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oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh
oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh
oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh
oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh

dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm
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ba di yah, ooo woah ba di yah.
ba di yah, ooo woah ba di yah.
ba di yah, ooo woah ba di yah.
ba di yah, ooo woah ba di yah.
ba di yah, ooo woah ba di yah.

dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm
pon you and learn of me For I am meek and lowly in heart And ye shall find

pon you and learn of me meek and lowly in heart

pon you and learn of me meek and lowly in heart

pon you and learn of me meek and lowly in heart

pon you and learn of me meek and lowly in heart

rest unto your souls Rest unto your souls,

rest unto your souls Rest unto your souls,

rest unto your souls Rest unto your souls,

rest unto your souls Rest unto your souls,

rest unto your souls Rest unto your souls,
rest un-to your souls.

rest un-to your souls.

rest un-to your souls.

It's easy.

It's easy.

It's easy.

For My burden is light.

For My burden is light.

For My burden is light.

For My burden is light.

For My burden is light.

For My burden is light.

C.X.M.
Ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh
Ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh
Ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh

Come unto Me all ye that labor And I will give you rest
Come unto Me all ye that labor And I will give you rest
Come unto Me all ye that labor And I will give you rest
Come unto Me all ye labor And I will give you rest
Come unto Me all ye labor And I will give you rest
Take My yoke upon you and learn of meek and lowly in heart

And ye shall find rest unto your souls
Rest unto your souls,
Rest unto your souls,
Rest unto your souls,
Rest unto your souls,
Rest unto your souls,
Rest unto your souls,
rest unto your souls.

It's easy.
Ooh ooh ooh o-oooh
For My burden

It's easy.
Ooh ooh ooh o-oooh
For My burden

It's easy.
Ooh ooh ooh o-oooh
For My burden

It's easy.
Ooh ooh ooh o-oooh
For My burden

It's easy.
Ooh ooh ooh o-oooh
For My burden

It's easy.
Ooh ooh ooh o-oooh
For My burden

It's easy.
Ooh ooh ooh o-oooh
For My burden

It's easy.
Ooh ooh ooh o-oooh
For My burden

It's easy.
Ooh ooh ooh o-oooh
For My burden

It's easy.
Ooh ooh ooh o-oooh
For My burden

It's easy.
Ooh ooh ooh o-oooh
For My burden

C.X.M.
is light. It's easy.

For My burden
is light.

C.X.M.
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He never sleeps, He never slumbers.

He never sleeps, he never slumbers.

He never sleeps, he never slumbers.

He never sleeps.

He watches me both night and day.

He watches me both night and day, and night.

He watches me both night and day, and night.

He watches me both night and day, and night.

He watches me both night and day, and night.

He watches me both night and day, and night.

He watches me both night and day, and night.

He watches me both night and day, and night.

He watches me both night and day, and night.

He watches me both night and day, and night.
don't have to worry. My soul's in His care. I...
know that He's watching. Wherever I go ---

He told me so - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

He told me so - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

He told me so - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

He told me so - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

know that He's watching. He told me so - - - -
He never sleeps, He never slumbers.

He watches me both night and day.

He watches me both night and day.

He watches me both night and day.
He never sleeps, 
He never slumbers. The
reason I know He told me so.
reason I know He told me so.
reason I know He told me so.
reason I know He told me so.
reason I know He told me so.
reason I know He told me so.
He never sleeps, He never slumbers.

He watches me both night and day.

He watches me both night and day, and night.

He watches me both day, and night, and day.
He never sleeps, He never slumbers

The reason I know

The reason I know

The reason I know

The reason I know
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told me so so so.

\[\text{told me so so so.}\]
I’ve Got Life!

Words and Music by Mark Kibble and David Thomas
Arranged by David Das ’95

Fast 4 ($\downarrow = 220$)

Tenor 1
(soloist)

Tenor 2

Tenor 3

Bass 1

Bass 2

Bass 3

snap fingers on beats 2 and 4

Well, I got, well, I got that, well, I

You know that I’ve got it, you

You know that I’ve got it, you

I sure do, I sure do,

sho’ you right, sho’ nuf got it,
-ed, oh Lord, to an ever-last-ing source of pow-er, and that pow’r makes me glow.

-ed, bop! ooo, pow-er, and that pow’r makes me glow.

-ed, bop! ooo, pow-er, and that pow’r makes me glow.

-ed, bop! ooo, pow-er, and that pow’r makes me glow.

-ed, bop! ooo, pow-er, and that pow’r makes me glow.

nect-ed, dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm pow-er, and that pow’r makes me glow.

No, I’m not say-ing I don’t have prob-lems, and I_

Dat! Dat! No! I’m not, ah! doot doot doot du du du doot doot doot, and I can’t.

Dat! Dat! No! I’m not, ah! doot doot doot du du du doot doot doot, and I can’t.

Dat! Dat! No! I’m not, ah! doot doot doot du du du doot doot doot, and I can’t.

Dat! Dat! No! I’m not, ah! doot doot doot du du du doot doot doot, and I can’t.
can't say that
I don't get down,
but it behooves me to move, with a pep

oo, no, no, no, no, but it behooves me to move, ooo,

oo, no, no, no, no, but it behooves me to move, ooo,

oo, no, no, no, no, but it behooves me to move, ooo,

in my step when I'm excited 'bout the joy
that I've found, I might have

ooo, ooo, I'm excited 'bout the joy that I've found. Well, mmm

ooo, ooo, I'm excited 'bout the joy that I've found. Well, mmm

ooo, ooo, I'm excited 'bout the joy that I've found. Well, mmm

ooo, ooo, I'm excited 'bout the joy that I've found. Well, mmm

'bout the joy that I've found. Well, ba dm
trouble on ev-ry side, yet not dis-tressed. I might be per__plexed, but

never in des-pair__., Per-sec-ut__ed____, but not for-sak-en__. Oh, cast

per-sec-ut__ed____.
smile on my face.
just look at the smile on my face.
just look at the smile on my face.
just look at the smile on my face.

Woah I've got a life in Jesus.
Woah I've got a life in Jesus.
Woah I've got a life in Jesus.
Woah I've got a life in Jesus.

sus., and you know that I'm gonna win.
us., and you know that I'm gonna win this race. I got that
us., and you know that I'm gonna win this race. I got that
us., and you know that I'm gonna win this race. I got that
us., and you know that I'm gonna win this race. I got that

dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm
Got that life, I've got that life!
life, I got that life, ba da da da da glad.

Oh glad, because now I know that I can win.
right, glad! mmm mmm mmm mmm mmm mmm mmm mmm mmm mmm mmm mmm.
right, glad! mmm mmm mmm mmm mmm mmm mmm mmm mmm mmm mmm mmm.

ba dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm
here, race, no, no, to the swift or the strong, but the one
this race isn't given, bop! ooo ooo ooo but the
this race isn't given, bop! ooo ooo but the
this race isn't given, bop! ooo ooo but the
this race isn't given, bop! ooo ooo but the

dm dm this here, dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm but the

Lord.

one who endures to the end.

No, no, no, I'm not! I'm not! I'm not!

one who endures to the end.

(Bet I can win!) I'm not! (Bet I can win!) I'm not! (Bet I can win!) I'm not!
not saying that I don't have burdens, and I can't, can't say I'll never doot doot doot du du doot doot doot, and I can't, ooo

no, no, no, no, but with my hand in His hand, I'm headed for a better land,

no, no, no, no, but with my hand in His hand, ooo ooo
and I know that it'll be worth it all. Well, mmm
and I know that it'll be worth it all. Well, mmm
and I know that it'll be worth it all. Well, mmm
and I know that it'll be worth it all. Well, mmm

105 dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm

trouble on ev'-ry side, yet not distressed. I might be per

110 dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm
plexed, but never in despair

Oh, cast down but not destroyed
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, I've got a life
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, that I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, that I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, that I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, that I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, that I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, that I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, that I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, that I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, that I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, that I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, that I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, that I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, that I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, that I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, that I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, that I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, I've got a life,
I've got a life in Jesus, better believe, that I've got a life,
know that I’m gonna win, y’all can sing it again

and you know that I’m gonna win this race.

and you know that I’m gonna win this race.

and you know that I’m gonna win this race.

stop snaps resume snaps

Well, I got, well, I got that, well, I got it,

You know that I’ve got it, woo, I’ve got it, you know that I’ve

You know that I’ve got it, woo, I’ve got it, you know that I’ve

yeah, dm yeah, dm dm dm
I'm livin', livin', livin', livin' again, y'all, got that life,
Well, I got that life,
Well, I got that life,
Well, I got that life,
Well, I got that life,
you right, ba dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm

I got that life,
I got that life,
I got that life,
I got that life,
I got that life,
I got that life,
I got that life,
I got that life,
I got that life,
I got that life,
I got that life,
I got that life,
I got that life,
I've got a life in Jesus,
better believe, I've got a life,

I've got a life in Jesus,
better believe, that I've got a life,

I've got a life in Jesus,
better believe, that I've got a life,

I've got a life in Jesus,
better believe, that I've got a life,

I've got a life in Jesus,
better believe, that I've got a life,

I've got a life in Jesus,
better believe, that I've got a life,

I've got a life in Jesus,
better believe, that I've got a life,

I've got a life in Jesus,
better believe, that I've got a life,

I've got a life in Jesus,
better believe, that I've got a life,

I've got a life in Jesus,
better believe, that I've got a life,

I've got a life in Jesus,
better believe, that I've got a life,

I've got a life in Jesus,
better believe, that I've got a life,

I've got a life in Jesus,
better believe, that I've got a life,

I've got a life in Jesus,
better believe, that I've got a life,
Let The Words

Words and Music by Gail Hamilton
Arranged by Mervyn Warren
Transcribed by David Das ’98

Molto rubato

Let the words of my mouth bring You
Let the words that I speak be seasoned with Your love and grace. May the things, oh Lord, that I choose to say bring praise.
glo-ry not shame to Your name each day. Let the words of my mouth bring You, praise.
A quiet place

There is a quiet place far from the rapid pace, where God can soothe, my troubled mind. Sheltered by tree and flow'r there in my quiet hour with Him my cares are left be-
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There is a quiet place far from the rapid pace, God can soothe, my troubled mind. Sheltered by tree and flow'r there in my quiet hour with Him my cares are left be-
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There is a quiet place far from the rapid pace, where God can soothe, my troubled mind. Sheltered by tree and flow'r there in my quiet hour with Him my cares are left be-
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There is a quiet place far from the rapid pace, God can soothe, my troubled mind. Sheltered by tree and flow'r there in my quiet hour with Him my cares are left be-
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There is a quiet place far from the rapid pace, where God can soothe, my troubled mind. Sheltered by tree and flow'r there in my quiet hour with Him my cares are left be-
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There is a quiet place far from the rapid pace, God can soothe, my troubled mind. Sheltered by tree and flow'r there in my quiet hour with Him my cares are left be-
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There is a quiet place far from the rapid pace, where God can soothe, my troubled mind. Sheltered by tree and flow'r there in my quiet hour with Him my cares are left be-
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There is a quiet place far from the rapid pace, God can soothe, my troubled mind. Sheltered by tree and flow'r there in my quiet hour with Him my cares are left be-
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There is a quiet place far from the rapid pace, where God can soothe, my troubled mind. Sheltered by tree and flow'r there in my quiet hour with Him my cares are left be-
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Whether a garden small or on a
new mountain tall, new
strength and courage there I find.

Then from this quiet place
I go prepared to face a new day with

-2-
love for all man -

kind Ooh...

love for all man -

kind Ooh...

Aah...

Then from this

Then

Ooh...

qui - et place

I go pre - pared to face a new day with

with
love for all mankind, for all mankind
love for all mankind, for all mankind

Plank: Nikos Dimitriou
971223
Wouldn’t it be cool if the whole wide world knew what I know a-bout You.

If they could just watch You mak- in’ dreams come true.

Wouldn’t it be cool if the whole wide world could watch You mak- in’ dreams come true.
see the things that I've seen, well, then they could see what love really means. And then they know. So cool. You they're never alone.

joy 'cause what's they know you they're never alone

joy like they'd never known. Because they know. You they're never alone. So cool.

joy 'cause what's they know you they're never alone

joy 'cause what's they know you they're never alone
so cool, so cool, so cool, so cool, so cool, cool, ba dm ba dm ba
dm da dm dm da da da
so cool, so cool, yeah. So cool.
so cool, so cool, so cool, so cool, so cool, za dat dat da da da
so cool, so cool, so cool, so cool, so cool, za dat dat da da da
so cool, so cool, za dat dat da da da
so cool, so cool, za dat dat da da da
cool, ba dim ba dim ba dim da dm dm dim dim dim dim dim dim dim

Take it, Da-vid!
da wee oo oo oo
Mmm, wouldn't it be cool if ev'-ry-one could feel the
da wee oo oo oo
da wee oo oo oo
da wee oo oo oo
dm dm dm dm da da dim dim dim dim dim dim
If they could feel the sweet release and find that perfect peace of knowing that their life is brand new, and then they could leave their worries behind, and then they could leave their worries behind, and then they could leave their worries behind.
smell each rose, each rose... And then they'd have the friend that their hearts are longing for, and you know that they won't be alone anymore, so cool, so cool, so cool, so cool.

And then they'd have the friend that their hearts are longing for, and you know that they won't be alone anymore, so cool, so cool, so cool, so cool.
Cooler than the cool that's in an ocean breeze,
cool-er than watching Muhammed Ali bring Fraz-ier to his knees, yeah,
so cool.

Hey, so cool. Cool! yeah.

Cooler than the cool that's in an ocean breeze,
cool-er than watching Muhammed Ali bring Fraz-ier to his knees, yeah,
so cool.
cool be - ing on the co-ver of a
dm dm dm dm
cool famous mag-a-zine, cooler than
cool wearin’ fan - cys shades.
cool
dm dm
that would be
dm dm
cool in a
cool, dm dm dm
long stretch lim-ou - sine so
cool
dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm
cool in a
cool
long stretch lim -ou - sine so
cool
dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm
cool in a
cool
long stretch lim -ou - sine so
dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm
cool bein’ like Mike yeah
knowin’ you by your name, cool
cooler than Michael Jordan,
winning ev -rygame, and ev -ry one in the whole wide world
Cool -
cool bein’ like Mike yeah
knowin’ you by your name, cool
cool bein’ like Mike yeah
knowin’ you by your name, cool
cool bein’ like Mike yeah
knowin’ you by your name, cool
cool bein’ like Mike yeah
knowin’ you by your name, cool
cool bein’ like Mike yeah
knowin’ you by your name, cool
cool bein’ like Mike yeah
knowin’ you by your name, cool
cool
knownin’ you by your name, cool
cool dm ba dm dm da da da da da ba dm ba da dm dm dm
knowing you by your name, dm
and a schedule full of time
with people waiting in line,

cooler than pockets full of money,

your name in lights on Broadway.

So cool,

so cool, if the whole wide world knew what I knew, it would be so cool, wohh,

that would be so cool,

so cool, that would be so cool, da da

so cool, that would be so cool, da da

so cool, that would be so cool, da da

so cool, that would be so cool, da da

so cool, that would be so cool, da da

so cool, that would be so cool, da da
WINTER WONDERLAND

Intro

Chorus 1

Arr.: M. Kibble & C. Dent
Transcription: Th. Turko

WINTER WONDERLAND

- 1 -
sings a love-song as we go along walking in a winter wonderland. O'oh Dub

In a meadow we can build a snow-man.
And pretend that he is parson brown.

Bridge 1

To winter wonderland
He'll say you're married we'll say so - man - . But you can do the job when you're in town. Later

You can do the job when you're in town.

You can do the job when you're in town.

You can do the job when you're in town.

Chorus 3

As we sit by the fire - oh
Bridge 2

WINTER WONDERLAND

Face unafraid the plans that we made walking in a winter wonderland. Oh oh Dub

In a meadow we can build a snowman snowman pretend that he is parson brown

doo Dub

doo Dub

doo Dub

doo Dub

- 5 -
WINTER WONDERLAND
WINTER WONDERLAND

face un-a-fraid the plans that we made, wal-kin' in a win-ter wonder land. Ho ho ho, to

Ah... we kin' in a win-ter... then when I'm wal-kin' in the win-ter-

face un-a-fraid the plans that we made, wal-kin' in a win-ter wonder land.